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BackgroundBackground

Sri Lanka is a beneficiary of a number of Sri Lanka is a beneficiary of a number of 
preferential trade agreementspreferential trade agreements (i.e. APTA, SAPTA (now (i.e. APTA, SAPTA (now 
SAFTA), ILFTA, PKSLFTA, GSTP, GSP)SAFTA), ILFTA, PKSLFTA, GSTP, GSP)

……with others in various stages of negotiations with others in various stages of negotiations 
or under considerationor under consideration (BIMSTEC, IOR(BIMSTEC, IOR--ARC, etc)ARC, etc)

But no single study carried out on the above But no single study carried out on the above 
agreements has estimated the agreements has estimated the utilisationutilisation raterate
and explained for the differences across and explained for the differences across 
products and schemesproducts and schemes



Objectives of the studyObjectives of the study

EmpiricallyEmpirically assess SLassess SL’’s experience in s experience in utilisingutilising
trade preferences under EU and US GSP schemetrade preferences under EU and US GSP scheme

Suggest possible measures to improve the Suggest possible measures to improve the 
schemes in question and their effectiveness in schemes in question and their effectiveness in 
delivering market access to SLdelivering market access to SL’’s exportss exports



Literature surveyLiterature survey

Evaluation of preference Evaluation of preference utilisationutilisation difficult due: difficult due: 
to lack of widely available data on to lack of widely available data on utilisationutilisation rates by schemerates by scheme
important differences across schemes important differences across schemes 
differences in  methods used in estimating differences in  methods used in estimating utilisationutilisation raterate

…… but possible to highlight but possible to highlight 4 characteristics4 characteristics regarding regarding 
utilisationutilisation of non reciprocal trade agreements:of non reciprocal trade agreements:

utilisationutilisation is less than 100%is less than 100%
utilisationutilisation of preferences varies by product within a schemeof preferences varies by product within a scheme
utilisationutilisation of preferences varies across beneficiaries within a of preferences varies across beneficiaries within a 
schemescheme
utilisationutilisation varies within a market for given varies within a market for given LDCsLDCs



Literature survey (cont.)Literature survey (cont.)

Reasons for low Reasons for low utilisationutilisation rates:rates:
High and restrictive rules of origin (High and restrictive rules of origin (RoORoO))
Lack of security of accessLack of security of access
Insufficient coverageInsufficient coverage
Lack of understanding/awarenessLack of understanding/awareness
Lack of supply capacitiesLack of supply capacities
NonNon--trade related trade related conditionalitiesconditionalities



EU GSP schemeEU GSP scheme

Covers 178 countries Covers 178 countries 
Most generous of all GSP schemesMost generous of all GSP schemes
First to implement GSP scheme in 1971First to implement GSP scheme in 1971
Implemented for a ten year period, with the most recent being Implemented for a ten year period, with the most recent being 
adopted in June 2005 and implemented on 01/01/06adopted in June 2005 and implemented on 01/01/06
Objectives: 1) max. benefits to the most disadvantaged countriesObjectives: 1) max. benefits to the most disadvantaged countries
and 2) provide a clearer graduation mechanismand 2) provide a clearer graduation mechanism
3 types of arrangements:3 types of arrangements:

1) 1) General schemeGeneral scheme for all developing countries (India, Pakistan)for all developing countries (India, Pakistan)
2) 2) GSPGSP--plus schemeplus scheme for countries implementing international for countries implementing international 
standards in human and standards in human and labourlabour rights, environmental rights, environmental protection, fight protection, fight 
against drugs, and good governance (Sri Lanka)against drugs, and good governance (Sri Lanka)
3) 3) Everything but Arms (EBA)Everything but Arms (EBA) for for LDCsLDCs (Bangladesh, Nepal)(Bangladesh, Nepal)



EU GSP scheme (cont.)EU GSP scheme (cont.)

RoORoO Criteria requires goods to be either 1) domestically Criteria requires goods to be either 1) domestically ‘‘wholly wholly 
obtainedobtained’’ or 2) or 2) ‘‘sufficiently worked or processedsufficiently worked or processed’’
…… this can be met in one of 3 ways or a combination:this can be met in one of 3 ways or a combination:
1) change of headings (4 digit HS level)1) change of headings (4 digit HS level)
2) value addition criteria2) value addition criteria
3) specific process criteria (3) specific process criteria (ieie) double transformation for textiles & clothing) double transformation for textiles & clothing

Allows for bilateral (also known as Allows for bilateral (also known as ‘‘donor country contentdonor country content’’) and ) and 
regional regional cumulationcumulation
In addition to the EU, Norway and Switzerland are considered undIn addition to the EU, Norway and Switzerland are considered under er 
bilateral bilateral cumulationcumulation rule rule 
SAARC, together with ASEAN, Andean Group, CACM are SAARC, together with ASEAN, Andean Group, CACM are recognisedrecognised
as regional groupings and benefit from regional as regional groupings and benefit from regional cumulationcumulation rule   rule   
RoORoO is in the process of being reformed with the objective to is in the process of being reformed with the objective to 
simplify and relax the rulessimplify and relax the rules



US GSP schemeUS GSP scheme

First implemented in 1976 under the Trade Act of 1974 First implemented in 1976 under the Trade Act of 1974 
Been in operation initially for two 10 year periods and thereaftBeen in operation initially for two 10 year periods and thereafter er 
renewed every one or two years, with the most recent renewal in renewed every one or two years, with the most recent renewal in 
2002 under the Trade Act of 2002.2002 under the Trade Act of 2002.
139 countries are eligible for GSP benefits (98 developing count139 countries are eligible for GSP benefits (98 developing countries, ries, 
41 41 LDCsLDCs))
About 4600 articles are eligible for duty free treatment for allAbout 4600 articles are eligible for duty free treatment for all GSP GSP 
beneficiaries, with an addition of 1783 articles for beneficiaries, with an addition of 1783 articles for LDCsLDCs
Products excluded: textiles, watches, footwear, handbags, luggagProducts excluded: textiles, watches, footwear, handbags, luggage, e, 
flat goods, work gloves, other leather apparel and import sensitflat goods, work gloves, other leather apparel and import sensitive ive 
articles (steel, glass, electronic equipment) articles (steel, glass, electronic equipment) 
For an article to be GSP eligible, beneficiary countries have toFor an article to be GSP eligible, beneficiary countries have to
comply with rules of origin criteria (35 percent value addition)comply with rules of origin criteria (35 percent value addition)
amongst other requirementsamongst other requirements
There is regional There is regional cumulationcumulation but SAARC is not but SAARC is not recognisedrecognised under the under the 
US GSP scheme as an association US GSP scheme as an association 



Importance of US and EU marketsImportance of US and EU markets

Sri Lanka is highly dependent on the US and EU markets Sri Lanka is highly dependent on the US and EU markets 
for its exportsfor its exports
US: 32% of SLUS: 32% of SL’’s total exportss total exports
EU: 31% of SLEU: 31% of SL’’s total exportss total exports
Market concentration is compounded by the dependence Market concentration is compounded by the dependence 
on one or two export productson one or two export products
Textile and textile articles alone account for 82 and 52 Textile and textile articles alone account for 82 and 52 
percent of SLpercent of SL’’s total exports to US and EU, respect.s total exports to US and EU, respect.
Other export sectors include: plastics and rubber; Other export sectors include: plastics and rubber; 
precious stones; together they account  for 10%  and precious stones; together they account  for 10%  and 
23% of SL23% of SL’’s exports to the US and EU, respect.s exports to the US and EU, respect.



Market access conditions for SL in the EU Market access conditions for SL in the EU 
and US, by tariff lines, 2004and US, by tariff lines, 2004
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Some indicators to measure the Some indicators to measure the 
value of preferences..value of preferences..

Product coverageProduct coverage == value of imports eligible for preferencesvalue of imports eligible for preferences
value of dutiable importsvalue of dutiable imports

Utilization rateUtilization rate =    =    value of imports receiving pref. treat.value of imports receiving pref. treat.
value of imports eligible for preferencesvalue of imports eligible for preferences

Utility rate  Utility rate  = = value of imports receiving pref. treatmentvalue of imports receiving pref. treatment
value of dutiable importsvalue of dutiable imports



Imports from SL to the EU under Imports from SL to the EU under 
GSP schemeGSP scheme

In 2004, EU imported In 2004, EU imported USD 1.6bnUSD 1.6bn of goods of goods 
from SL from SL …… of which of which USD 540mnUSD 540mn under EU under EU 
GSP schemeGSP scheme
Sector wise largest beneficiaries:Sector wise largest beneficiaries:

textile and textile articles textile and textile articles 
plastics and rubberplastics and rubber
misc. misc. manufactmanufact. articles  . articles  



EU: GSP Imports and Utilisation for Sri Lanka (by HS section) 2004
HS SectionHS Section

CodeCode DescriptionDescription

0101 Live animals & products                 Live animals & products                 1919 9090 1717

0202 Vegetable products                      Vegetable products                      9595 8484 8080

0303 Fats and oils                           Fats and oils                           100100 8686 8686

0404 Prepared Prepared foodstuffs,beverages,etcfoodstuffs,beverages,etc.      .      9999 2626 2626

0505 Mineral products                        Mineral products                        100100

0606 Chemical products                       Chemical products                       9999 8686 8585

0707 Plastics & rubber                       Plastics & rubber                       100100 7878 7878

0808 Hides and skins, leather, etc.          Hides and skins, leather, etc.          100100 8989 8989

0909 Wood & articles of wood                 Wood & articles of wood                 100100 8787 8787

1010 Pulp of wood, paper, books, etc.        Pulp of wood, paper, books, etc.        ..

1111 Textile & textile articles              Textile & textile articles              100100 2828 2828

1212 Footwear, headgear, Footwear, headgear, umbrellas,etcumbrellas,etc.      .      100100 7676 7575

1313 Articles of stone, cement, etc.         Articles of stone, cement, etc.         100100 8282 8282

1414 Precious stones, etc                    Precious stones, etc                    100100 7777 7777

1515 Base metals & products                  Base metals & products                  100100 8686 8686

1616 Machinery & electrical equipment        Machinery & electrical equipment        9898 5858 5656

1717 Transport equipment                     Transport equipment                     100100 8282 8282

1818 Optical & precision instruments         Optical & precision instruments         100100 7878 7878

2020 Miscellaneous Miscellaneous manufactmanufact. articles        . articles        100100 8686 8686

2121 Works of art, etc                       Works of art, etc                       ..

OverallOverall 9898 4242 4141

Potential   Potential   
Coverage    Coverage    

Rate            Rate            
(%)               (%)               

UtilizaUtiliza
tiontion
Rate             Rate             
(%)                  (%)                  

Utility           Utility           
Rate            Rate            
(%)               (%)               



Utilization Rate (%) under the EU GSP Scheme,  Utilization Rate (%) under the EU GSP Scheme,  
South Asia, 2004South Asia, 2004
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EU: GSP Imports and Utilisation for Sri Lanka (by HS section) 2004
HS SectionHS Section

CodeCode DescriptionDescription

0101 Live animals & products                 Live animals & products                 1919 9090 1717

0202 Vegetable products                      Vegetable products                      9595 8484 8080

0303 Fats and oils                           Fats and oils                           100100 8686 8686

0404 Prepared Prepared foodstuffs,beverages,etcfoodstuffs,beverages,etc.      .      9999 2626 2626

0505 Mineral products                        Mineral products                        100100

0606 Chemical products                       Chemical products                       9999 8686 8585

0707 Plastics & rubber                       Plastics & rubber                       100100 7878 7878

0808 Hides and skins, leather, etc.          Hides and skins, leather, etc.          100100 8989 8989

0909 Wood & articles of wood                 Wood & articles of wood                 100100 8787 8787

1010 Pulp of wood, paper, books, etc.        Pulp of wood, paper, books, etc.        ..

1111 Textile & textile articles              Textile & textile articles              100100 2828 2828

1212 Footwear, headgear, Footwear, headgear, umbrellas,etcumbrellas,etc.      .      100100 7676 7575

1313 Articles of stone, cement, etc.         Articles of stone, cement, etc.         100100 8282 8282

1414 Precious stones, etc                    Precious stones, etc                    100100 7777 7777

1515 Base metals & products                  Base metals & products                  100100 8686 8686

1616 Machinery & electrical equipment        Machinery & electrical equipment        9898 5858 5656

1717 Transport equipment                     Transport equipment                     100100 8282 8282

1818 Optical & precision instruments         Optical & precision instruments         100100 7878 7878

2020 Miscellaneous Miscellaneous manufactmanufact. articles        . articles        100100 8686 8686

2121 Works of art, etc                       Works of art, etc                       ..

OverallOverall 9898 4242 4141

Potential   Potential   
Coverage    Coverage    

Rate            Rate            
(%)               (%)               

UtilizaUtiliza
tiontion
Rate             Rate             
(%)                  (%)                  

Utility           Utility           
Rate            Rate            
(%)               (%)               



Imports to the US under GSP Imports to the US under GSP 
schemescheme

US imported goods valued at US imported goods valued at USD 2bnUSD 2bn
from SL in 2004 and from SL in 2004 and USD12mnUSD12mn under GSP under GSP 
schemescheme
Sector wise largest beneficiaries:Sector wise largest beneficiaries:

Plastics and rubberPlastics and rubber
Articles of stone, cement, etcArticles of stone, cement, etc
Chemical productsChemical products
Textiles and textile articlesTextiles and textile articles



HS SectionHS Section

CodeCode DescriptionDescription

0101 Live animals & products                 Live animals & products                 100100 100100 100100

0202 Vegetable products                      Vegetable products                      9292 9191 8484

0303 Fats and oils                           Fats and oils                           100100 100100 100100

0404 Prepared Prepared foodstuffs,beverages,etcfoodstuffs,beverages,etc.      .      9797 9595 9292

0505 Mineral products                        Mineral products                        .. .. ..

0606 Chemical products                       Chemical products                       100100 9999 9999

0707 Plastics & rubber                       Plastics & rubber                       100100 9090 9090

0808 Hides and skins, leather, etc.          Hides and skins, leather, etc.          1313 9797 1313

0909 Wood & articles of wood                 Wood & articles of wood                 100100 9494 9494

1010 Pulp of wood, paper, books, etc.        Pulp of wood, paper, books, etc.        .. .. ..

1111 Textile & textile articles               Textile & textile articles               11 7676 00

1212 Footwear, headgear, Footwear, headgear, umbrellas,etcumbrellas,etc.      .      1111 8989 1010

1313 Articles of stone, cement, etc.         Articles of stone, cement, etc.         7272 9696 6969

1414 Precious stones, etc                    Precious stones, etc                    100100 9696 9696

1515 Base metals & products                  Base metals & products                  100100 7373 7373

1616 Machinery & electrical equipment        Machinery & electrical equipment        100100 6868 6868

1717 Transport equipment                     Transport equipment                     100100 4242 4242

1818 Optical & precision instruments         Optical & precision instruments         9797 9090 8888

2020 Miscellaneous Miscellaneous manufactmanufact. Articles        . Articles        8080 9393 7474

2121 Works of art, etc                       Works of art, etc                       .. .. ..

2222 Special uses                            Special uses                            00 .. 00

OverallOverall 88 8989 77

PotentialPotential
Coverage    Coverage    

Rate            Rate            
(%)               (%)               

UtilizaUtiliza--
tiontion

Rate             Rate             
(%)                  (%)                  

Utility           Utility           
Rate            Rate            
(%)               (%)               

US: GSP Imports and Utilisation for Sri Lanka (by HS section, 2004)



Summary of findingsSummary of findings

Low Low utilisationutilisation is a cross cutting problem in nonis a cross cutting problem in non--
reciprocal preferential agreementsreciprocal preferential agreements
…… especially in the case of EU GSP scheme but especially in the case of EU GSP scheme but 
not so much in the case of US scheme which not so much in the case of US scheme which 
records high records high utilisationutilisation raterate
Lack of coverage is a problem in the US schemeLack of coverage is a problem in the US scheme
Overall impact is similar as both schemes have Overall impact is similar as both schemes have 
not delivered effective market access to SLnot delivered effective market access to SL



What are the main reasons for the What are the main reasons for the 
poor performance ?poor performance ?

Restrictive and high rules of origin criteriaRestrictive and high rules of origin criteria
Problematic in the EU GSP scheme for the export sector, textile Problematic in the EU GSP scheme for the export sector, textile 
and textile articles, SLand textile articles, SL’’s main export to EU s main export to EU 
RoORoO for textile and textile articles requires:for textile and textile articles requires:

‘‘double transformationdouble transformation’’ ((ieie) weaving of fabric and making up ) weaving of fabric and making up 
of clothingof clothing
domestic value additiondomestic value addition
SL is unable to meet both requirements due to lack of fabric SL is unable to meet both requirements due to lack of fabric 
base in the country and high dependency on imports base in the country and high dependency on imports 

Limited use of bilateral and regional Limited use of bilateral and regional cumulationcumulation due to current due to current 
sourcing patterns mainly from East Asiasourcing patterns mainly from East Asia



Value of fabric imports from SAARC, ASEAN Value of fabric imports from SAARC, ASEAN 
and EU (%)and EU (%)

Source: Department of Customs
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What are the main reasons for the What are the main reasons for the 
poor performance ? (cont.)poor performance ? (cont.)

Poor product coveragePoor product coverage
Mainly a problem with the US scheme due to Mainly a problem with the US scheme due to 
exclusion of exclusion of ‘‘sensitive productssensitive products’’ ((ieie) textile ) textile 
and textile articles and textile articles 
Including textile and textile articles would Including textile and textile articles would 
increase SLincrease SL’’s coverage rate from s coverage rate from 0.5 percent0.5 percent
to to 98.5 percent!98.5 percent!



What are the main reasons for the What are the main reasons for the 
poor performance ? (cont.)poor performance ? (cont.)

Lack of awareness or knowledge amongst Lack of awareness or knowledge amongst 
exporters exporters 

not a huge issue but depends on size of exporter not a huge issue but depends on size of exporter 
(large, medium, small), their location, sector (large, medium, small), their location, sector …… but but 
needs to be verified with a proper surveyneeds to be verified with a proper survey

Administration & issuance of certificates of origin Administration & issuance of certificates of origin 
process seems to be working effectively and process seems to be working effectively and 
efficiently and does not impose a significant additional efficiently and does not impose a significant additional 
cost on exporters apart for charges for registration cost on exporters apart for charges for registration 
(one time) and issuing of certificates of origin (one time) and issuing of certificates of origin 



What are the main reasons for the What are the main reasons for the 
poor performance ? (cont.)poor performance ? (cont.)

Other problems affecting Other problems affecting utilisationutilisation due to due to 
nonnon--GSP factors:GSP factors:

High domestic production costsHigh domestic production costs
Lack of cargo spaceLack of cargo space
Lack of finance and high local interest ratesLack of finance and high local interest rates
Lack of marketing abroadLack of marketing abroad
NTBsNTBs (health & safety standards, environmental (health & safety standards, environmental 
requirements. requirements. LabourLabour laws)laws)
Long lead times due geographical distanceLong lead times due geographical distance
Less Less favourablefavourable treatment compared to other treatment compared to other 
countries with more countries with more favourablefavourable access to EU and USaccess to EU and US



Way forwardWay forward
US scheme: US scheme: 

improve the product coverage of the scheme by including improve the product coverage of the scheme by including 
relevant products (relevant products (ieie) textiles and clothing, as extended under ) textiles and clothing, as extended under 
AGOAAGOA

EU scheme: EU scheme: 
simplify current simplify current RoORoO criteria (criteria (ieie) move to a single criterion such ) move to a single criterion such 
as VA and reduce VA requirement (as VA and reduce VA requirement (ieie) 35%) 35%
‘‘supersuper--regional regional cumulationcumulation’’ with ASEANwith ASEAN

Improve administration and issuance of certificates (i.e., Improve administration and issuance of certificates (i.e., 
electronically)electronically)
Educate exporters on how to better Educate exporters on how to better utiliseutilise existing existing 
concessions through workshops, seminars, etcconcessions through workshops, seminars, etc
Improve supply side capacities through technical Improve supply side capacities through technical 
assistanceassistance



THANK YOUTHANK YOU
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